SB2166 Camera Album
By Melissa Kennedy

PAPERS:
Happy Snaps Paper Collection - P1480 Say Cheese, P1481 Picture Perfect x
2, P1482 Snapshot x 2, P1483 Click Click, P1484 Instant, P1485 Photobooth,
P1486 Shutterbug, P1487 Smile, P1488 Hot Shot
KC PRODUCTS:
SB2166 Camera Album, SS227 Happy Snaps Sticker Sheet, SS228 Happy Snaps
Sticker Sheet – Alpha, CT790 Happy Snaps Collectables, PS328 Art of Life
Negatives Acetate Sheet, Kaiser Fusions KFE02 Black, Album Rings M020 Black,
T302 Foam Dots.

SB2166
Camera Album

INSTRUCTIONS
Please note: photo sizes are not given; crop your photos according to their content.
Cover front and back covers in PICTURE PERFECT (reverse). Cover the first page spread in SNAPSHOT
(reverse).
Cover the second spread in SHUTTERBUG, adhering full paper sheet over both pages – starting from left
- then cutting pages apart. Cover the remainder of right hand page in PHOTOBOOTH. Cover third spread
in CLICK CLICK (reverse). NB Do not cover the upper jutting out shape of pages, just the basic rectangular
shape.
From SMILE cut out the “love this!” and “keep calm...” designs and from HOT SHOT cut out the orange
“take note” rectangle. Set these aside for now.

SB2166 Camera Album
By Melissa Kennedy

INSTRUCTIONS
Cover the largest piece for the cover in CLICK CLICK (reverse). Cover the larger circle piece in SNAPSHOT
(reverse), and the small triangular-ish piece in SHUTTERBUG (reverse). Cover the smaller circle in the “love
this!” cut out piece. Colour the edges of these and all the pages with the black Fusion marker. Also colour the
upper jutting out sections of each page. Glue pieces to cover a shown.
First page spread: Adhere the “take note” cut out piece to the right hand page. Adhere a small square
photograph to left page with a 2.5cm (1”) wide strip of SHUTTERBUG (reverse) underneath. Adhere the large
black filmstrip sticker from the sheet to the reverse side of PHOTOBOOTH and cut away excess. Adhere part of
this to each page.
Second page spread: Cut a 6cm x 20cm (2 ½” x 8”) piece of CLICK CLICK and adhere across right hand page.
Cut three photos down to fit on this piece and adhere. Cut the black and white camera strip from INSTANT and
adhere down left edge of left page. Adhere a larger photo to the right of this, with a small piece of SNAPSHOT
(reverse) slipped under the lower right corner.
Third page spread: Cut a 7.5cm (3”) strip of SMILE (reverse) and adhere across a third of left page and all
of right page. Mat a square photograph in SAY CHEESE (reverse) and adhere to right page. Adhere a larger
rectangular photo to left page, overlapping SMILE piece, and then adhere the “keep calm” cut out piece
overlapping both.
Cut off the lower negative strip from NEGATIVES (acetate sheet) and adhere, curled, to front cover. Embellish
cover and all pages with stickers and collectables as desired. Assemble album using rings. Punch a hole in a
camera collectable and thread onto upper ring.

